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Abstract

This paper describes the “Fusion Plasma Application”
which is developed within the “Interactive European Grid”
(int.eu.grid), making use of its architecture to produce in-
teractive visualisation of a distributed simulation execut-
ing on the grid. In properly combining and, where nec-
essary, adopting the building blocks “Migrating Desktop”
(MD), “Roaming Access Server” (RAS), “Grid Visualisa-
tion Tool” (GVid) and “Grid Interactive Tool” (glogin), the
int.eu.gridadds extensions for interactive visualisation to
grid middleware in a novel way.

1 Introduction

When running grid[1] jobs, the common approach is to
submit, execute and, after the job has finished, analyse the
result. When visualisation is needed, this can result in trans-
ferring all of the output from the grid to a local visualisation
device. Modification of parameters of a running grid job
is not possible at the time it is executing in this scenario.
When changing parameters, the whole job has to be submit-
ted again. Not only is this a waste of computing resources,
but also requires the user to possibly wait hours for the re-
sult. Examining the behaviour of a grid job is possible only
in a post-mortem fashion, interacting with the job while it
is running is impossible. To find a solution for these cir-
cumstances, the “Interactive European Grid” (int.eu.grid)
was formed. The task of this initiative is to provide sup-
port for demanding interactive applications. To accomplish
this, the “Grid Interactive Desktop”, which provides user-

friendly access to the grid, has been extended with power-
ful visualisation possibilities. This will enable researchers
to receive answer from the grid in fractions of a second, not
in hours.

The application chosen to demonstrate the power of this
infrastructure is the “Fusion Plasma Application”. It sim-
ulates the thermonuclear process taking place in fusion de-
vices, such as, for example, the TJ-II Stellerator [2][3] or
the the planned “International Thermonuclear Experimen-
tal Reactor” (ITER) [4]. The advocates of nuclear fusion
hope to solve the energy problems of mankind in a clean
and environment-friendly manner. The fusion application
has been ported to theint.eu.gridinfrastructure, allowing it
to make use of the high number of nodes in the grid and
thus calculating the data of a great number of particles. Ad-
ditionally, the simulation parameters can be changed inter-
actively, allowing to view the results of the modification in
almost real time.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 covers the
evolution of the fusion application, Section 3 describes the
architecture and the components of theint.eu.gridand the
application executing on top of it. An overview of related
work is given in Section 4, before a summary and an outlook
on future work concludes the paper.

2 The Fusion Plasma Application

Generally speaking, the fusion application can be subdi-
vided into two parts: a graphical interface and a computing
core. In the original fusion application, which ran only lo-
cally, the GUI was implemented by using the “Fox Toolkit”
and OpenGL to represent data retrieved from the computing
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core graphically.
The task of the computing core is to calculate the tra-

jectories of particles inside the fusion core in a determined
time, depending on initial parameters, such as velocity and
position of each particle, the definition of the vacuum cham-
ber, and the density of the particles inside the device. The
sum of particles as a whole is called a “plasma”.

The calculation of the trajectory of different particles
during the simulation is solved using stochastic differential
equations, which govern the evolution of the plasma. The
computing core has to follow a great number of particles tra-
jectories, to obtain averages of relevant magnitudes required
to represent the features of the plasma simulation. Need-
less to say, that this requires enormous computing power.
Therefore, solving this problem in the grid has become a
necessity.

2.1 The Computing Core as a batch job

The computing core was successfully ported to the grid
and has been running on the EGEE [5] infrastructure. Im-
portant results have been generated. Due to the batch job
nature of this solution, the previously tight coupling of the
visualisation and the computing core had to be disjoined.
However, it is important to see how the particle trajecto-
ries behave during the simulation, to change related param-
eters, to steer the computing core and to obtain the results of
the specific features of the simulation in each point in time.
Therefore, joining together the visualisation and the com-
puting parts of the program in a way similar to the original
locally executing application is necessary.

2.2 From batch to int.eu.grid

The use case of the fusion application inside the orig-
nal interactive framework and the computing requirements
demanded match perfectly with the services offered by the
int.eu.grid. However, porting the fusion application re-
quires some reorganisation of the software. The previously
monolithic program was split into parts executing remotely
and a local part, handling visualisation and the GUI. For
remote execution, the computing core was re-implemented
as a MPI application. The main objective is to distribute
the calculation of particle trajectories to as many “worker
nodes” (WNs) as possible, allowing to obtain more detailed
results of the simulation. The assumption here is that the
different trajectories don’t interact. This issue is already
taken into account inside the resolution of the equation,
thanks to a parameter which represents a set of particles
with the same density and temperature. This parameter is
defined before starting the simulation. While MPI slave
processes are busy doing calculations on the WNs, the MPI
master process collects the datastreams from the slaves and

compiles them, in a synchronised way, for visualisation.
Since the MPI master process is executing on the grid, a
method of interactively sending visualisation data and ex-
changing GUI events is needed. The solution to this prob-
lem is the covered in the next Section.

3 The int.eu.grid Interactive Architecture

Figure 1 shows how the fusion application fits into the
int.eu.grid architecture. The application was redesigned,
splitting it into a visualisation client, and into one or more
MPI jobs remotely executing the fusion computing core.
Both parts make use of theint.eu.grid extensions, which
add support for interactive visualisation to the grid middle-
ware.
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Figure 1. System Architecture of Fusion
Plasma Application in int.eu.grid

In this figure, the horizontal axis represents networked
communication of peers talking the same protocol, while on
the vertical axis, the transition between the software layers
are shown.

The significant parts of theint.eu.gridextensions are:

• the “Migrating Desktop” (MD)

• the “Roaming Access Server” (RAS)

• the “Grid Visualisation” (GVid)

• the “Grid Interactive Tool” (glogin)

An overview of these parts follows:



3.1 Migrating Desktop

The “Migrating Desktop” (MD) [6][7] can be tought as
a user-friendly graphical shell, acting as a frontend for the
user to access and execute jobs on the grid and to store and
move data on grid storage elements. It provides built-in
tools (such as a “Job Wizard”, a “Grid Explorer”) to allow
users to work with the MD out of the box. MD is written
purely in Java, making it platform independent. Since it
does not access the grid “directly”, that is, executing grid
command line tools, but over the network my means of the
Roaming Access Server, it does not depend on grid middle-
ware being installed locally, and thus can allow accessing
the grid even from handhelds, PDAs or embedded devices –
assumed that the Java Runtime Environment for grid based
computation. A big advantage of the MD is its extensibil-
ity, allowing developers to add applications by using well-
defined interfaces for plug-ins. Thus, the MD can easily
adopt external modules built for grid based computation.

3.2 Roaming Access Server

The Migrating Desktop is just a front end to the “Roam-
ing Access Server” (RAS) [8], which intermediates the
communication with different grid middleware and appli-
cations. The Roaming Access Server offers a well-defined
set of web-services that can be used as an interface for ac-
cessing HPC systems and services (based on various tech-
nologies) in a common and standardised way. All commu-
nication is based on web services technology.

The RAS is a set of web services that mainly provide
grid functionality. It is the integration level for interfaces
of different middleware. It provides services like job sub-
mission service, job monitoring service, interactive session
manager and interactive job channels forwarding service.

In order to support Grid data-intensive applications and
to give easy and intuitive access to grid data, the “User Vir-
tual Directory” has been created. This is an abstract filesys-
tem that contains information about all user files indepen-
dently of their physical location. Each branch in the Virtual
Directory tree can be physically placed on a different loca-
tion or can even be placed on storage with different way of
accessing (e.g. ftp, gridftp or any other project native proto-
col). The Virtual Directory was designed to standardise data
access, and to create a user-friendly, uniform view of the
Grid and local resources. The Virtual Directory is currently
compatible with the “Logical File Catalogue” (LFC) [9].

3.3 Grid Visualisation

The CrossGrid project [10] was the predecessor of
int.eu.grid. It was oriented towards compute- and data-
intensive applications which require the interaction with a

person in a processing loop. As part of CrossGrid, the
GVK [11] was examined. The topic of research was where
to split the visualisation pipeline, so that parts execute on
the grid, connected via the network with the rest of the
pipeline executing locally. The pipeline starts with an ap-
plication producing simulation data, the visualisation map-
ping process data will generate “Abstract Visualisation Ob-
jects” (AVO), producing intermediate geometry data, which
are transformed into a displayable image by the rendering
process. It turned out that, when splitting the visualisa-
tion pipeline after this process, the amount of geometry data
generated by realistic simulations is too big to be transmit-
ted over the network in realtime. Therefore, it has been
suggested to shift the generation of images to the grid, and
transfer ready rendered images only, eventually compress-
ing each frame before transmission. The “Grid Visualisa-
tion Tool” (GVid) [12] pushes this idea even further and
produces a compressed video stream by using the XviD
library [13], which creates a discrete cosine transformed
(DCT) data stream. An efficiently and thus highly com-
pressed video stream is transferred through the network and
displayed on one or more thin video clients, while the feed
back is from a single master user, who interacts with the
application.

Using this technique, GVid is able to provide an ad-
vanced Grid video service, which is capable of securely
transporting visual data originating from arbitrary OpenGL
and X11 applications, but can also be used in programs
which adopt their visualisation routines to the GVid video
transport library.

In int.eu.grid, the GVid has been extended to conform to
the requirements of MD plug-ins, which involved creating
a Java implementation of the GVid display client. This re-
sulted in a Java package ready to be used by grid application
developers.

3.4 Grid Interactive Tool

The “Grid Interactive Tool” (glogin) [14][15] was origi-
nally developed for the “Globus Toolkit 2” (GT2) [16]. Re-
cently, support for web-services has been added, allowing
glogin to execute on GT4 middleware. To overcome the
limitations of the “Globus Gatekeeper” (an authorisation
process deciding about access to the grid),glogin opens a
separate communications channel. This channel is created
such that it is within the firewall’s port range.glogin invokes
a remote copy of itself on the grid, using executable-staging
when instructed. To speed up transmission of connection
parameters, the remoteglogin process forces emptying of
the GASS-cache [17] by invoking a child-process and ter-
minating the parent, since unfortunately, the GASS-cache
offers no method for flushing its contents. Bothglogin pro-
cesses create a connection listener and try to reach each



other, the connection established first will be kept, while
the losing connection will be removed. The remaining con-
nection is authorised using the standard grid authentication
mechanism. An optional program is started on the “Com-
puting Element” (CE) and its IO-traffic is intercepted. This
traffic is secured by using methods of the GSS-API [18][19]
and transported over the connection. Locally, the traffic can
be received by the program startingglogin, allowing fur-
ther processing (such as, for instance, video stream decod-
ing with GVid).

In int.eu.grid, gloginhas been modified to fit the needs of
this infrastructure. The “local”glogin process is started by
RAS, since the MD is the only frontend the user should be
bothered with. For ease of development,glogin no longer
invokes a remote copy of itself, but informs the RAS about
its connection endpoint. When submitting a grid job, RAS
will store the connection address in the job descriptor file,
making it available to the remoteglogin process. This
makes the previously mentioned “connection establishment
race” unnecessary. Since now there is no need for the re-
moteglogin process to flush its information about connec-
tion parameters, the previously mentioned method is not in
effect. This way, problems in the middleware which became
evident [20] can be avoided.

Additional arguments for input and output redirection
have been added toglogin, too. By specifying “named
pipes” for input and output, the RAS is able to reconnect
to glogin in case of a software failure. In the presence of a
named input pipe,glogin does not terminate the communi-
cation channel in case of an end-of-file condition, but rather
restarts the IO-operation. This implies thatglogin does not
know when to terminate the program it is executing on the
CE either. Therefore, the end-of-job condition has to be ex-
changed at the upper software layers.

3.5 Putting the pieces together

A first release of joining these software pieces and port-
ing the fusion plasma application to this new infrastruc-
ture is already available, although development is still in
progress. In Figure 2, a screenshot of the “Fusion Plugin”
executing in the MD can be seen.

Physical parameters and other simulation data can be
changed from this graphical interface. This can be done
initially at submission time, but also during the execution
of the program. Examples of properties that can be changed
are:

• number of particles to simulate

• place, speed and direction when launching particles

• whether collisions are allowed

• if the electrical field is activated

Figure 2. View of Fusion Plasma Application
running in the Migrating Desktop

4 Related Work

The “Bloodflow Visualisation” (BFVS) [21][22] devel-
oped in the CrossGrid Project aimed at grid-based interac-
tive visualisation, too. By allowing a human in the pro-
cessing loop, interactivity was introduced. However, the
time required for once cycle spent in the interaction loop
was substantially long. The intermediate geometry data
produced by the visualisation toolkit used (VTK [23]) was
stored on disk, to be transferred to a local workstation for
offline visualisation later. Data transfer was carried out by
using gridftp. As a result, the responsiveness of the system
was very low, as was the amount of interactivity achieved.
In contrast to this,int.eu.gridoffers real time interactive vi-
sualisation.

With respect to interactivity, several utilities have been
built. One example is the ubiquitious “secure shell”
(SSH) [24]. In the grid environment, the SSH has been ex-
panded to support grid related authentication, resulting in a
GSI enabled SSH (GSI-SSH). Within the Globus Toolkit 4
(GT4), the GSI-SSH is now available by default. The disad-
vantage of this approach is that a GSI aware ssh server (ssh
daemon, sshd) needs to be installed, configured and acti-
vated on the target host. In contrast to this,gloginrepresents
an ultra-light weight approach with no additional installa-
tion requirements. Additionally, executing jobs by means
of GSI-SSH results in access to the host without being sub-
ject to limitations such as grid job policies and scheduling.
Therefore, GSI-SSH cannot be used as a replacement for
the usual job submission mechanism.

The “Interactive Grid Architecture for Application Ser-
vice Providers” (I-GASP) [25] aims to provide interactiv-
ity for the grid. It uses the “Virtual Network Computing”



(VNC) [26] to display graphical output. Since VNC was
not designed for transmitting compressed video streams, it
cannot work as efficiently as the solution presented in this
paper.

The many grid portals which have been built can roughly
be compared to the Migrating Desktop. For instance, they
offer job submission and monitoring services, functions
which can be found in the MD, too. Grid portals often an-
nounce an “interactive environment”, however, the interac-
tivity offered usually only refers to the portal software itself,
as can be seen in e.g. the “Grid ENabled Interactive Envi-
ronment” (GENIE) [27]. In contrast to this, theint.eu.grid
provides interactivity not only for a grid environment, but
also for the grid jobs.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Using int.eu.grid, the Fusion Plasma Application can
simulate a great number of ion trajectories in a reasonably
short period of time. Adding interactivity, the physical pa-
rameters describing the plasma (such as density, tempera-
ture and electric field) can be modified during the simu-
lation. The joint benefit of interactivity and visualisation
enables the user to instantly recognise which effect which
changes in the physical parameters of the model have on the
individual orbits of thousands, possibly millions of ions. In
devices with such a complex magnetic configuration as TJ-
II, this is a valuable information when studying the trans-
port.

We have shown the architecture of theint.eu.grid and
how it can be applied to support demanding interactive ap-
plications. For verification of the correctness and useful-
ness ofint.eu.grid, the Fusion Plasma Application has been
ported to this infrastructure. The power of theint.eu.gridre-
sults in the proper combination of its basic building blocks.
By demonstrating this power, we hope that theint.eu.grid
will attract the attention of current and future research
projects.
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